Nowadays many people choose to be self-emplyedemployed, rather than to
work for a company or organisation.

Why might this be the case？

What could be the disadvantage of being self-emplyed?

Introduction
Sentence1- paraphrase the topic
Setnecne 2- give your opinion

Body 1: about one side
Topic sentence 1 – say your main idea (disastrous events) (short)
Sentence 2 – explain your main idea (short)
Sentence 3 – start an example (longer)
Sentence 4 – develop your example (state the results, extend the idea)
(longer)
Sentence 5 – finish developing by relating it back to the overall topic
(short)
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Body 2: about the other side
Topic sentence 1 – say your main idea (disastrous events) (short)
Sentence 2 – explain your main idea (short)
Sentence 3 – start an example (longer)
Sentence 4 – develop your example (state the results, extend the idea)
(longer)
Sentence 5 – finish developing by relating it back to the overall topic
(short)

Conclusion
Sentence1: summarise your main ideas
Sentence 2: repeat your opinion

It is said that there areIt is increasingly common for dozens of individualsmany
individuals who are opting to betoday to seek self-employmented, and theyinstead of
certainly do not want to findfinding the suitable employments work in the a firms or
organisationscompany. In this essay, I will analyze the possible reasons of for this

phenomenon and then point out the related drawbacks concerning this phenomenon.

PersonallyIn my opinion there are , it could have two primary causes of this recent
shift phenomenon in our society. Firstly, due to the severe Coronavirus pandemic
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case affectingin our world nowadaysthese days, there are some human beingsmany
workers who cannot could not easily find the satisfactory jobs employmentfor
themselves, especially when it comes to the most seriously impacted areas such as
the Florida townFlorida in the of United Sates or the London, area which is still
positioned in thein lockdown stage of these two typical areas in the world. So, if the
residents who are living in these two typical areasareas deeply affected by an
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international event, they might face with a very difficult financial situation for them to
find the satisfactory employments during this challenging and hard timeand be
unable to find work at a company. If they select to go out to find the suitable jobs,
they may have the possibilities that could be contracted by the adverse epidemics,
and if this type of detrimental things happen on themselves, that might be a seriously
painful symptom for them to sufferMany corporations that are cutting costs because
of the pandemic are unlikely to have vacancies and therefore individuals are
increasingly creating their own opportunities to earn a living wage .

Secondly, with the rapid development of the electronic devices during the recent one
decades, some people could utilisehas encouraged the remote working way to earn
money from the companies or other individuals. For instance, some many
excellent qualified English teachers could cannot choose to instructwork in
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the classrooms of the schools or and universities. They could obviouslyInstead
they are able to earn gain thea salaryies from the remote teaching means, and this
kind of approach can be more effective for them to select because of it could also be
favorable for them to saves time in terms of transportingcommuting time and related
expenditure. or other trivial things.
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MeanwhileOn the other hand, the weaknesses drawbacks toof of being
self-employed relate to interpersonal relationships. can be very common to explore.
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topic sentence.

For example, if a person always use this type of working meanstypically works
remotely from home, he or she might lose the sufficient capacity to cooperate with
other human begingssuffer a deterioration in their interpersonal skills. As This is
because they may not have the a tangible chances for them to do the teamwork or
might not undertand how tounderstand the basics of reaching a compromise with
others. Thus, he or she may not able to experience the more meaningful respect
social aspects of the cooperations. Also, IfIn extreme cases, an indivdnal always lose
this type of capability, he or she has the possiblitiesmay begin to feel isolated and
depressed due to a lack of meaningful human interactionabout themselves in the
future.

In concldusion, the reasons of thefor rising self-employmented case are principally
contributed caused by the current pandemic case nowadays and the improved
convenience of the booming develpment of the electronic devices in our society.
While However, the dark side drawback to this is a could be the lack of
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cooperationng with other individuals and its potential effect on mental health. for the
people who just tend to be self-employed by themselves.
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